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Introduction

One of the most highly touted, hotly contested, and poorly
defined techniques for urban school improvement in our recent
past has been that of community involvement Increasing com
murrity involvement in eduettional decisions was supposed to
lead directly to a large number of sometimes contradictory
goals.

For some, involvement was to be used for the material gain of
citizens, as in the '..job strategy" which Sherry Amstein sug-
gests was one of the chief goals for citizen participation in
Office of Economic Opportunity programs i Edmund M. Burke
suggested that involvement was supposed to give citizens "edu-
cational therapy" and to encourage "behavioral change. "?
Other authors believed that increasing participation would
"relieve* psychic suffering"3 and develop "community co-
hesion "4 Radical critics suggested that the purpose of increas-
ing client involvement was to shift responsibility for the failure
of urban schools to the poor ("blaming the victim") who might
then be abandoned even more completely Even moderate critics

recognized that increased involvement was often used to co-opt
or placate dissidents and defuse legitimate disagreements

Except at a grand rhetorical level, there never was much
agreement about community involvement Most school people

Dale Mane' is Asmxiate Professor of bitx.ation at Teachers College. Columbia
University

were as threatened by it as social planners were mesmenzed by
it, at least in theory. Still, there are goals or purposes for
involvement which, both citizens and educators might share. In
political situations, the discovery for creation) of common
ipterests can sometimes facilitate social progress. This article
reviews the evidence about the impact of community involve-
ment in education decisions in four areas where lay communi-
ties and school people may have very similar goals.

There are four possible goals of increasing community in-
volvement which may be. shared by communities and adminis-
trators. The first goal improving the responsiveness of urban
schools to their community clientele is intended to increase
the Congruence between what schools do and what their urban
clientele want them to do or4teed them to do. The second goal is
thai of increasing the affective and matenal support 'which
communities give to.schodls. The third goal, educational
achievement, is widely regarded as most important. The
achievement levels of urban schools a source of profound
dissatisfaction. A hope for community involvement has been
that it would increase such levels. A fourth goal, democratic
principle, exPresses the norm in this society that people affected
by public institutions should partieRate in their governance.

The empirical content of studies relating community involve
ment to goal achievement varies wildly from nil through
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thoroughly valid and reliable Unfortunately, then: is not as
much of the latter as we might wish. Where good, non school
based stu es disclose important facets of phenomena that are

ifreaionab linked to schooling, we have not hesitated to nuke
use of such tangential evidence. Where, as often happens, the
only evidence available is anecdotal, we have considered the
source along with the contributions which 'personal opinion
based upon expenence and conjecture may make to an 'moor
cant topic. The procedure strains the limas of inference but ..an
be justified since the guidance which it yields ma be better than
unrefined speculation for people who cannot afford the luxury
of inattron.

leis important to keep in mind that the major focuti here is on
the involvemevt of persons indecision making, not the involve
ment of persons 'in parenting The defnonstrated association
between high quality of parenting involvement and high levels
of student achievement was often used to justify increased
general involvement by `parents and others in school decision
making. But thp two situations are not comparablenot all
community members are parents, the school's enrollment is
more than/an individual child, the school's responsibility is
more limited than the parent's, the school is not the home;
policy decisions are not only personal decisions, and decisional
participation, is therefore not equivalent to parental partitopa
tion. Although parent training strategies will be reviewed
insofar as the5, contribute to decision-making, the focus of this
review is on the consequences of having involved people in de-
cisions.t

Goal I; Institutional Responsiveness

It is easy to see why the residents of a community should want
schools to be responsive to them, but less obvious that school
people should believe in the same goal. Unde democratic pnn-
ciples, itsis "right" for...public schools to be responsive to the
communities they serve. Practically all school people will
endorse that symbolic goal, but the reality of its achievement is
more problematic. With limited resources to fulfill' an enormous
number of needs, school people are inevitably the subject of
uncomfortable pressures. When the disparities in the knowledge
base and legal responsibility between the two groups are con-
sidered:,exclusion of lay participation in quasi:technical de-
cisitins may be further justified. The bureaucratic walls dipiind
schools were erected for that purppse. Why then should school
people want to be responsive to what they consider virtually
insatiable, potentially less-informed, and legally non-account-
able communities? Why should administrators want "their"
schools to be responsive to communities? The big carrot in
eliiiting responsiveness from administrators is the support of
their clientele But that support is no longer freely given It is
exchanged for something.

Responsiyeness is the price schools pay for community
support. The responsiveness-supportquidpro quo is the first
reason that educators should share this goal. The second has to
do with improvement. The importance of responsiveness is
inversely proportional to the quality of schooling. Where the
community is satisfied. responsiveness may be less important

2

'4

than where the community is dissatisfied with the quality of
schooling. Impruv mg schools has been an arduous business due

to insufficient know ledge about the causes of good teaching and
learning, the complexity of the *cantinal task and the Vaucity
of matenal resources, and such features as bureaucratic inertia,
vested interests, and so on. Thus, it is difficult for sr.hools to
respond to community demandsespecially when those de-
mands come from new groups when the changes involved are
substantial and professional educators often do not agree with
what is being asked. In those cases, the impetus for improve-
ment must often come from outside the school Averch, et al,
found, "Research suggests that the larger the school system,
the. less likely it is 1(4/splay innovation, responsiveness, and
adaptation and the more likely it is to depend upon exogenous
shocks to the system."' Since the outside community can be an
igiportantassist to school improvement, and since that improve-
ment may lead to increased support, educators inclined to
reform may well be interested in responding to their commu-
nities.

But that presupposes something to which to respond The
community must present its interests and demands. The content
of w hat is learned, the process through which it is taught and the
identities of the. people who do the teaching, among other
similar factors, are often of considerable concern to neighbor
hoods. As the neigltorhood presence grows in terms of
numbers, time, and scope of involvement, the likelihood
increases that its demands will be presented and their resolution
pursued in ways that ensure greater congruity between school
and community. That process works in both directions. The
more professionals and lay liebple interact, the more opportuni-
ties professionals have to persuade lay people of the wisdom of
professionally-recommended policy. In the first inst5nee, the
school changes in response to the citizens: in the second, the
citizens' ,own goals come to coincide witlikose of the institu-
tion.

The evidence which most clearly relates increases in corn
munity involvement to increases in the responsiveness of social
welfare institutions (including schools) is the work of Robert'
YM. et al In their study of citizen participation in the govern

0
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ance of local social welfare programs! Yin, et al reported that
about half of the citizen 'MI, olvement mechanisms which had
only "advisory" or limited authority over their programs sue
seeded in getting agency implementation.ofnev, idea.4'. Yet 69%
of those citizen boards with "governing" authority got their
agencies to accept new ideas.6

The most easily visible proxy for responsiveness is inno-
vation.* Marilyn Gittell and T. Edward Hollander studied the
propensity to innovate in six large cities. They -argued that
because of the changing skx.io-economic characteristics, the
ability of those cities' school systems to adapt therriselves to
new demands was their single most important, characteristic.
They studied the effect of (1) administrative organization, (2)
citizen participation, and (3) the allocation of financial re-
sources on the propensity to innovate. They found that the
most direct and clear cut cause and effect relationship with
Innovation appears to be public participation.

The only apparent difference in any of the several condi-
tions of functions' among the cities was in [citizen partici-
pation). The Detroit school system is a more open partici-
patory sjttem encouraging wider public participation
than any of the other systems. Morealternative choices
are presented for policy-making because of the prolifer-
ation of influence wielders and reactors and supporters.
This circumstance can explain the greater flexibility and

I

innoVativeness of the Detroit school lystem.7 /Ts\

milarly, Marian Sherman Stearns and Susan Peterson note:

Evidence from Follow Through case studies conducted
r between 1968 and 1970 suggested a cdnriection between

the level of parent participation in a loceflipiiiject and the
level of institutional ch,ange q.2, ithin the project amid the
community. 8 [

In a study of 168 school administrators, Mann found respon-
siveness by individual school administrators to be clearly re-
lated to the degree of organized community involvement. in
communities and neighborhoods lacking eduction- related in
terest groups, 87% of the school administrators were quite, will-
ing to substitute their own preferences for thoSe of the commu-
nity. Where PTAs existed, 69% of the administrators eschewed
'responsiveness, and where, in addition to the PTA, there were
independent interest groups working on educational problems,
only 55% of the administrators were willing to attempt to over-
ride the expressed preferences of the public.9 Thus, the number
and kinds of organizations present in a community affect the
responsiveness of focal school administrators.

A related finding appears in James Vaneeko's study of com-
munity- action programs in 100 cities. Where the programs
stressed the proNision of services to clientele, there was very
little change in the service - providing institutions themselves. In
programs that emphasizedsommunity organization and citizen

Schools arc also rospmsise wlScrc communities do not want .hangs. and
schools accomodate that desire But there is considerable evidence about di'
contcnt: especially in the big cities, with school performance, so fhe cascs of a
status quo school rcfleding a status quo 1.nrimunity arc prubably mush less IR.
(went than administrators would have people believe

mobilization, the institutions themselves changed and became
more, responsive. Vanecko found that the simple presence of a
school -relateckorrununity organization was often sufficient to
provoke change in the schools. Compared to other kinds of
social !fare organizations, Vanecko found that

Sch Is are less susceptible to the threat of militant activ-
ity the pressures of citizens. They are most likely to
chan e simply because the neighborhood is organized. '°

It is not urprising that participation in community organizations
should associated with institutional responsiveness, people
get inv lved exactly because they want to make a difference in
what chools do The premium which organization yields in
politi al influence applies in-school affairs just as certainly as it
does in other areas Since lay people bring new perceptions and
new attitudes, response from the school is a logical outcome.
Gittell notes the eagerness that newly elected community school
board members ttrought to their responsibilities in New York.
"There is no question but that boards and their prOfessional
staffs in the districts sought new methods which wOuld produce
immediate results," she says."

Goal II: Support for Schooling

There is a lot of rhetoric about the plight of urban schools and the
presumed culpability of administrators for that condition. These
indictments have helped call attention to needed reforms:
mobilized communities, and sensitized administrators. But no
single group bears total responsibility for what hasn't been done
in urban education. If professionals are believed to have bac,
intentions and the failures of urban education are their fault,
then it is an easy step, to believing that the schools run by those
administrators do not deserve the support of the community.
Yet, the momentum built up in an attempt to mobilize people's
concern for the schools can damage the very institution it was in-
tended to help Two questions arise: is increasing support for
the schools a 'goal which can be shared by communities and
administrators; and,.ean support be built by increasing commu-
nity involvement?

f

Supporting the schools as an institution does not mean endor
sing everyeature or consequence of the status quo."Not dogs it
mean that support cannot be conditional on important changes.
What support means as a goal for community involvement is
that the local school is an object generally worthy of coopera-
tion, assistance, and inforcement Schools need acquiescence
to sun ive They need upport to succeed. Thus, both communi
ties and administrate May share an interest in seeing schools
become stronger, more effective places for teaching and learn
ing.

Can support be generated through involvement? Ronald
Havelock made an extensive survey of the literature on educa
none! innovation, including the work of Kurt Lewin and his as
sociates. Havelock has summarized the effects which lead those
who have been involved in.a group to bccbmc more supportive
of the group's decisions.

. Group atmosphere has certain portant effects in and
of itself. Anderson and McGuire de onstrate the lowered

3
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Nr.

resistance that results from peer support The greater the
peer support the lower the resistance and therefore the
greater the susceptibility to influence from sources accept
able to the group . Thus, participation w ith others in de
cision making groups usually leads to a commitment to
the group's actions.'2

Hayelock also discusses Edith Bennett Pe lz s validation of
Lewin's early studies on the efficacy of group participation as a

-way of influencing individual behavior. Havelock notes that the
two factors most closely related to an individual's acceptance of
a new behavior were "(I) the perceived consensus among then
peers And (2) the fact that they had made a 'clecision.""

For the individual, the act of involvement requires the expen-
diture of some minimum amount of resourcestime, concen-

non , intellectual and emotional expression. Investing person-
a resources is likely to increase one's .commitment to the
g up..regardless of the outcome of any particular decision
si ce most people are loath to invest resources without receiving
benefits in return. If they do make the effort to participate and
nothing happens,, they feel that their effort was wasted. Thus,
peopl tend to re-interpret unfavorable decisions as favorable or
at least neutral rather than have AO acknowledge the unpleasant
outcomes of their own involvement. A's involvement increases
so does support for the institution which was, after all, "good
enough" to have made use of the involved person.

But how can that initial participation be stimulated? Political
participation is related to an individual's sense of efficacy A
person who places high value on himself is more likely to be-
lieve that an institution will be responsive-to his inputs and is
thus-more likely to make.such a contribution. When the institu-
tion does respond, or even seem.; to respond, the person's
estimate of both his own worth and the institution's is re-
inforced. This makes further ,inputs more likely. The cycle of
self-efficacy contributing to political efficacy contributing to
self-efficacy is probably more common, more powerful, and
more socially significant in the direction of negative reinforce-
ment than it is in positive directions. Lester Milbrath has said of
those people who habitually do not take pan in public affairs;

Failure to participate contnbuted to ... [a] sense of political
impotence and [the] lack of a sense of efficacy increases the
probability that they wilt not participate."' 4 The most likely
question for urban educators is this. how can the downward
spiral of self - efficacy be 9versed? How can people be involved
in participatory expenciWsufficient to increase their-sense of
political self-efficacy aiid hence their potential identification
with and support for the institutions which provide such in-
volvement?

However it begins, once involvement is under way other
people identify the involved person with the school. Thqy call
on that pers6n to explain or justify the, school's actions, and the
identification increases the felt commitment. Where poor
school/community relations are a product of a lack of know-

. ledge and familiarity, broadening the base of community
participation in institutional decisions may decrease hostility
and increase support. A participant will become more familiar

4

with the setti g. Simply by virtue of the at of participation, the
individual IbCwme more accessible and perhaps more
amenable to influence than individuals who du not participate.
As we have said, involvement in the school *poses community
members, all of whom arc much more likely to support the
school than are people who are uninvolved. Thus, at a personal
psychological level, the involvement of individuals may aggre
gate to community support because participation is likely to
change an individual's relation to the school.

Frederick C Mosher has summarized these effects:

Participation in decision -,making within a group or larger
organization increases one's identification and involve-
ment with the group and the organization; it also identifies
him affectively with the decision itself and motivates him
to-change his behavior and to make the decision success-
ful; it contributes to his motivation toward the accom-
plishment of organizational or group goalsi.c., it helps
fuse group* organizational goals with individual goals;
it contributes to morale in general, and this usually contri-
butes to/more effective performance on the jobi.e.,
higher Productivity . Participative practices contribute
to the "self-actualization" of the individual in the work
situation and to the lessening of the differentials in povyer
and status in a hierarchy)

Perhaps tliecioarest example of these effects in urban education
has been the experience of corrutunity-based paraprofessionals,
many of whom have moderated their non-support °tithe schools
precisely for these ns. From the school's point of view, co-
operation has been gai d; from the radical point of view, there
has been co-optation. For whatever motive or reason, the
amount of .support available to the schools has increased.

Richard Andrews and Ernest Noack in their paper on The
Satisfaction of Parents with Their Community Schools" cite
the work of Hess and Shipman, and Rankin, confirming that

the participation of parents in various facets of the school's
operation was found to improve the parent's attitude . .. ,. 16

Gittel's evaluation of the Ocean Hill Brownsville experience
indicated that the community's support for its schools increased
during the first years of the community control experiment. In
two surveys taken a year apart, support for the teachers more
than doubled from 38% to 77%." Support for building princi
pals jumped from 40% to 7%, suppbrt for the community su
perintendent doubled from 29% to 58' . Support for the com

it munity school board itself increased from 31% to 57%. Even the
central Board of Education shared in these more supportive atti
tudes, going from 24% approval to a 50% rating in a year.

. ,.

When asked to evaluate the schools in.the district in com-
parison to the way they were before the creation of the
Ocean Hill-Brownsville district, 72 per cent rated the
schools better or about the same while only 17 per cent
thought that they 'were worse and 10 per cent were not
sure. 18

Gittell concluded,

More parents were in the schools more frequently and felt

5



more positively towarc% the locally selected professional
staff and the local board. Informal visits to the schools
were greater and knowledge of What was going on ap-
peared to be pore widespread. Certainty, parents felt
school persOnnel were more responsive to them. Partici
pant obserVations and interviews with staff suggested
greater parent attendance and interest at ineetgs and
more use of the schools as community facilities.19

Gittell's findings lend credence to an earlier speculation b
Robert Lyke:

It js likely that community control -of the sch6Ols will
quickly change the character of political interaction in
ghetto communities. Citizens will no longer trace all prob-
lems in the schools to a repressive white society, hostility
and tensions are likely to diminish as reforms are made,
and future debate over edutation policy,will be less likely
to be as ideological as it currently is.2°

The aggregate or community version of the pirticipation hypo-
thesis holds that as involvement increases so does supportive
ness. In a moment we will turn to the evidence about relations
between involvement and support fOr the financial aspects of
schooling. However, we first need to consider an exception to
the general relationship between increased involvement and
increased support.

Two studies have found that as involvement Increases, so
does the tendency to be critical of the schools. Working with a
national sample of 2,000 parents, Kent Jennings found that
those parents wht; were PTA members had fewer evances
against the school than d4 parents who, in adchtio to being
PTA members, also belonged to other educati -related
groups?' For members of any group, once a gncvance h been

expressed and pursued, there was a tendency to have another.
The second study is that of Richard Cloward and lames A.
Jones They found that the more a pets& was exposed to the
schools, the more likely it was that that person woulddefine ed'
ucation as eittler the first or second greatest problem in thg com
munity.

These results would tend to suggest that school adminis-
trators.must be prepared to deal with-more negative atti-
tudes toward the school if greater efforts are made to in-
volve people in school activities. Such involvement is

functional for attitudes toward the importance of eduea
tion generally, but as attitudes toward education improve
the school as an institution is more likely to come under at-
tack. Skillfully managed, however, these negative atti-
tudes can become a source of pressure for better educa-
tional facilities and programs.22

That complaints increase as involvement increases will have the
shrill ring of uncomfortable truth for many school. principals.
However, an important distinction must be made in both cases.

Neither Jennings' "grievances" dor Cloward and Jones' "neg
ative appraisals" are necessarily related to support. An indiv id
ual may believe that Lancer is an enormously important prob.
Iem,.and may be very critical about research to discover its cure,

\.

yet still support the a cmpt. That an individualthinks of the
local schools as the ymmunity's most significant problem may
mean that the person thinks efforts at educational improvement
should have the highest priority. The task, as Cloward and Junes
remark, is to turn criticism to constructive purposes.

One way in which the prospects for constructive criticism cap
be increased is by providing a mechanism for authentic com-
munity involvement. Donald Haider points out that "represen-

-'tational devices tend to be important to a citizen's sense of cf-
. ficacy and overall support for a political system. It is at the heart

of the democratic 'process and should not be minimized. "23
Norman Luttbeg and Richard Griffin set out to see whether
lack of accurate representation by education officials of citi-
zens had for the system. They had hypothesized that "the low
salience of politics for the average man means that the lack of
representation in noway affects the level ofpublic support for
the political system. "24 But instead they found that as misrepre-
sentation or nonrepresentation increased, support decreased.
Although the amount of the association was slight (about 10 pq
cent of the variance in public support was explained by nus-

, representation) it w still significant.

Dollar suppo for the schools is critical. The extensive
school-community communications studies conducted by
Richard Carter and others at Stanford University,

begah with the hypothesis (and implicit hope) that
public underganding leads to support for public educa-
tion. We found some evidence for this hypothesis. But we
found it for the degree of understanding amopg informed
observers in school districts, not among the citizens as a
whole. From what we have seen of citizen participation,
th,cre is little to suggeStillat we would find support related
to understanding among citizens Aenerally.25

Carter's findings indicate thaiunderstanding is,indeed related to
support, but understanding itself isalso related to and increased
byi participation in school affairs. Thus, involvement and
understanding may be used to increase each other and the result
in turn conduces to support, in this case willingness-to finan-
cially ' support the schools. George Gallup, traced, the same
relation in the opposite direction in his 1969 national survey of
public attitudes toward the schools: A

I While the American people seem reasonably well in-
formed about school activities, they are 111-infOrrned
about education itself.

2. Since they have little Or no basis for judging the quality
of education in their local schools, prosures are; ob-
viously absent for improving the qualify. I

:',Thus, in the absence of more sophistication and infor-
mation, they can hardly be expected to be stronger
supporters of more money.26 ,

. r
The so called "turnout" hypothesis suggest that scbool bond
issues pass more easily when voting partiupation is in the light
than in the intermediate range. in Voters and Their Schools,
Richard,Carter and John Suttoff report that for more than a

6
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thousand school districts over more than a decade, bond election
experience indicated ibis:

When the percentag,e,of voters 'is, less than 30 per cent,
many more elections succeed than fail, when a modrate

, turnout of 30 to 60 per cult of the voters occurs, more
electidns fail than succeed, and when the turnout is over
66 per cent, the chances of success and failure arc equal."

Mast school people have concentrated on the .diminished
chances of success in the portion of voter turnout from 30 to 60
per cent The relationship exists because of the differences,in at
titudes which characterize successive strata of the electorate. In
genial, the stratum of frequent yellers contains a higher pro-
portion favorable to government action (in this case, additional
money) than does the stratum of infrequent voters. A light voter
turnout will be made up disproportionattly of those who favor
schooling expenditures (parehts, school people, and their
friends and neighbors). But as voter turnout increases, it moves
into a stratum of voters which has a higher proportion of "anti"
attitudes. Evidenceis not Unanimous on this telation,28 but the
conclusion frequently, drawnjs that success can be enhanced if
voting can be depressed.

There are two difficulties with this conclusion. In the first
,lace, it is ethically objectionable for public educators to rely for
the schools' (shoft term) success on restricting the public's fran-
chise. The second objection is a practical one. It is difficult to
control voter turnout. When issues are important and opinions
aie strongly held, turnout may be heavy. &lice in the most im-
portant issues that is exactly the case; it seems preferable for
educators to work on the attitudes that characterize all strata of
the electorate prior to the need for mobilizing support. A reser
voisi of informed voters is. a more reliable resource in times of,
crisis than people who are intermittently called upon for only
margin;1 participation.*

After one of the few longitudinal studies of school /commu-
nity interaction, Robert Agger and Marshall Goldstein con
eluded- that there- 4/as an ominous gap between professional
educators and the less mobilized stratum of citizens. They found
an

. increasing tendency for the alienated to organize and
be organized by what the dominant overs(ructure might
term "demagogues " The increasingly effective leaders
of the opposition are demagogues but not in the pejorative
sense. They are merit and women who represent the less ar

ticulate but substantial numbers of people whosspoten
tially sympathetic support has increasingly been wasted
by an elite which partly does not comprehend the exis
tetice of an alien cultural perspective, partly does not care,
partly does, not know how to cope with it, and partly fears

*Finance is not the only critical area in which the public's supponiveness of the
school's programs seems to turn around levels of public understanding The
U S Civil Rights Commission, in an extensive national survey dealing with
school desegregation. found a dosc,relation between understanding the
facts and more favorable response toward desegregation. The more pcopk
know the less willing they arc tO re6ct the Constitutional rights of Black
children "9
6

both personal 'and professional self-searching and the
' kinds of professionally prohibited political involvement

which might then have to follow.'"

Agger and Goldstein object to the manipulative use of involve-
ment, the practice of asking for community inputs only at the
point of crisis, in only one direction (support for the status quo)
and then only for something that has already been unilaterally
determined Russell Isbister and G. Robert Koopman make the
case against this manipulative public relations model nicely.

When citizen participation is looked on as a way to get out
of a community conflict or to put over a bond issue, the
very process is degraded. Emphasis should be placed on
the essential nature of democracyon the basic right of
the interested citizen. Education, being a matter of great
public concern, should be plane by all members of the
community. Without participation in educational planning
only the most common and traditional needs may be per-
ceived and met.31

The so-called "participation hypothesis " increased involve-
ment leads to increased support by those involvedhas been
documented in several areas of private and pn,bfic endeavor. In-
volvement is not without its limits or its drawbacks, but it re-
mains a fundamental justification for decentralization.

Goal III: Educational, Achievement

Educational achievement of students is a principal goal of public
schools. Yet, student achievement is at the same time both a
widely accepted and widely disliked measure of school perfor-
mance. Still, the importance of student achievement, and its'
central place asia criterion for school performance, suggest that
professional and lay people share a profound interest in it.

Historically, proponents of community involvement have
argued that educational achievement cpuld be increased through

community participation. The statement of Carol Lopate, et al.
is a good introduction to this area. Their 1969 review of the liter-
ature noted:

, When parents are involved in the decision-making pro-
cess of education, their children are likely to do better in
school. This increased achievement may be due to the les-
sening of distance between the goals of the home and the
goals of the school and to the changes in teachers' atti-
tudes resulthig from their gmater sense of accountability
when the parents of the child are vtlibleM the schools. It
may also be related to the increased sense of control the
child feels over his own destiny when he sees his parents,
actively engaged in decision-making in his school. Very
important for this achievement is the heightened commun-
ity integrity and etbpic group self-esteem which can be
enhanced through parent acid community groups affecting
changes in educational policy and programs.32

At the historical high water mark fur rhetorical suppuNuf the
direct linkage between community involvement and achieve-
ment, Maurice Berube wrote:

There is every reason to believe that communitycontrol of
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city schools will enhance educational quality. Equality of
Educational Opportunity discovered that the secret to
learning lay with student attitudes Attitudes toward self,
of power to determine one's OW1) future, influence aca
demic achievement far more than factors of class size,
teacher qualifications or condition of school plant. "Of all
the variables measured in the survey, the attitudes of stu-

dent interest in school, self-concept, and sense of env iron-
mental control show the greatest relation to achieve
ment," James' S. Coleman concluded. Furthermore a
pupil's attitude"the extent to which an individual feels
that he has some control over his destiny"was not only
the most important of the various elements studied, but it
"appears to have a stronger relationship to achievement
than do all the 'school' factors together."33

Another prominent defender of community involvement, Mari
ly n Gittell, evaluated those aspects of New York's Intermediate
School 201 and Two Bridges experiments in local control. De
fending the positive impact of community involvement, she
wrote:

To a certain extent, the results of these educational experi-
ments w re reflected in the standardized testing. The hard
data on .S. 201 and Two )3ridges shows that the school
district s able to at least keep some children on reading
level and in some cases in some schools there was marked
improvement. Both I.S. 201 and Two Bridges reflected a '
stable standardized test, achievement at a time Aen the
city declined ip reading acheivement primarily because of ,

the teacher strike Figures indicate that the two districts
did not decline at a period of general decline.34

The national study of the effects of parent participation in Head
Start programs conducted by Charles Mowry, found.

There is a strong relationship between high participation
by parents and better performance on intellective and task-
oriented measures. The children of parents with extensive
participation in both roles [as decision makers and as
learners) produced better scores on verbal intelligence,
academic achievement, self concept, behavioral rating m
classroom and at home, and, Change ratings in both
learning and activities.38

As Mowry recognizes, there are several problems with these
findings, including the probability that parents of children who

' were already high acheivers prior to they Head Start exposure,
self-selected' those children (and themselves as decision-
akers) into pr gram participation.

-..,..

There are other difficultieseinterpretingfhe evidence which
links the decisional involvement of parents to the educational'
achievement of students. A first and most important qualifica-.
tion concerns the difThrence between causation and association.
Milbrey W. McLaughlin, for example, found that although
"parental involvemca of any kind is conspicuously absent in
[Title 11 programg which fail to meet their objectives, all that can
be said with justification about this finding is that successful
programs and parental participation covary together.."16

While parents w ith middle dabs attributes participate mow in
school activities than do lower class parents, and nuddle,class
children perform at higher levels bn standardized tests, this dpes
not mean that the parents' participation in the school:s activities
causes the students' achievement. Increasing the involvement
of lower class communities in education decisions will not of
itself make up for the tremendous range of educational advan-
tages not available to them or their children. And changing
decision- making patterns will not by itself dramatically alter the
school's perfolmance. As Diane Rav itch has noted.

It still remains true in New York City as elsewhere, that
schools with middle-class childrenwhether white or
blackrecord higher achievement scores than schools

. with lower-class children, no matter who controls the
schools. And it is equally true that the problems of poverty
hunger, family instability, sickness, unemployment,
and despair cannot be solved by the schools alone. No
amount of, administrative experimentatibn seems to be
able to change these facts.37

Averch's survey of the question of educational achievement and
its causes found that:

The current status of research in this area an be described
by the following propositions:

Proposition 1: Research has not identified a variant of the
existing system that is consistently related to students' ed-
ucational outcomes....

Proposition 3. Research tentatively suggests that im-
provement in student outcomes, cognitive and non-cogni-
tive, may require sweeping changes in the organization,
structure,, and conduct of educational experience.38

We have now had several years' experience with levels of com-
munity involvement somewhat higher than those which pre-
viously characterized urban schooling. Althougtthere have
been some gains (which will be reviewed below), a break-
through in student achievement has not been made. It is difficult
and depressing to document something which has not happened.
Robert Hess, et a/. have provided a useful summary.

A compelling line of argument . . . contended that early
experience affects subsequent intellectual and educational
growth and achievement, and that children who grow up
in homes disadvantaged by racial discrimination and
poverty have a deficit of the experiences presumably es-
sential for academic achievement in the public schools .

Therefore compensatory programs should involve parents
and assist them in providing a more adequate edocational
environment for their young children. In view of our pre-
sent knowledge about early experience in ghetto and low
income homes, this view obviously is simplistic and in
some aspects false.39

Citizen involvement with school decision-making is thus the
same as parental involvement with children. The benefits .of
association between the last two sets of factors (parents and
children) could not be translated into casually increased benefits-8 7
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from the first two sets of factors (citizens and decision makers).
To make matters worse, community involvement tumbled into
tote, implementation gap along with virtually every other pro-
grammatic reform of the sixties. Programs that began with
grand hopes were watered down. Their implementation was
hesitant, imperfect, very partial, poorly supported andlickle. In
order to justify their claims on resources and in order to over-
come resistance to change, proponents of social and political re-
form (and community involvement is One such reform) over-
stated their original case. The uneven results from those partial
changes have now been interpreted by some as showing the
foolhardy nature oishaving tried to change anything in the first
place. This cycle is familiar to political scientists and historians.
Furthermore, the community involvement movement was not
the first to wrap its tolilical.goals (control, responsiveness, etc.)
in educational clothes (student achievement). The irony is that
schoolpeople who have been doing exactly that for years should
be so adept at criticizing community involvement on their owns,
grounds.

We should have known better than to expect very dramatic,
quick or widespread Msults-from the sorts of changes in com-
munity involvement which have been in place too short a time
for their effects to be manifest: The problems are too complex to
yield to mere management reform. e

Se?lous attempts at improving "urban schools may require
quantum jumps in political and material resources. When
effects do emerge, they may be faint and they will certainly be
difficult to trace to involvement. They may pot be adequately
registered by standardized tests. Andfinallyand perhaps most
importantly-2it seems certain that we will not get important
changes in achievement associated with involvement until we
have moved that involvement to a lvel of significance such as
shared control. 4,

There are several implications which need to be drawn from
this experience. The first is that community involvement in edu-
cation remains an important strategy for the improvement of ur
ban education. it should not'be discarded simply because it turns
out to be as complicated-and subtle as other education change
*strategies.4° The zains may be slbw to rive and modest when
they come. The second implication is thht the resources devoted
to community involvement (time, energy, support, etc.) need to
be increased significantly if signi4ant gains are to be realized.
Recall Averch's conclusion that improvement in .student out-
comes may require, not the sort of incremental change so far
attempted but "sweeping changes in the organization, strut.-
ture, 'and conduct,of educational experience ... "41

-' To this point, we have reviewed some of the original expecta-
tions about the linkage between community involvement and
educational achievement. We have stated the subsequent disap-
pointment, and te have outlined some of the more plausible
explanations for at melancholy reality. Other benefits asso-
ciated with community involvement may, by themselves, pro
vide a sufficient rationale for its support, but the cential role of
student achievement is so important that it should not be aban
doned. The following section identifies four paths through
8

which involvement may affect achievement. It cites,the existing
evidence which supports these paths and speculates about
needed additional research.

L Path I: Parent Self-Efficacy. Parents as citizens participate in
educational decisions, become more knowledgeable
and confident, and then encourage their children to high-
er levels of achievement.

Path 2: Institutional /Child Congruence. Parents and other citi-
zens participate in educational decisions and in so
doing, affect the school which becomes more respon-
sive to the children who then perform better.

,
Path 3. Community Support. Parents and other citizens partici

pate in educational decisions, become themselves more
interested in the school, turn to the community to get
more support for the school, which is then better able to
help children to higher achievement levels.

Path 4: Student Self-Efficao. In this pattern, the child notices
parent's involvement in the school and is stimulated by
that example to perform better.

These patterns are graphically represented below and then
traced in more detail.

Path 1: Parent Self-Efficacy

This is the mostahoroughly (but still insufficiently) documented
path. It begins with the parent's involvement in ,deeision,
making which increase; (A) the parents knowledge and (B)
self-confidence. Those increases arc then translated into (C) in-
creased and improved attention to the child who then (D) does
better in school. First, we should consider the evidence on til
effett of involvement on the parent and second, on the general-
ization of the parent's involvement to the child's achievement.

MtLaughlin's review of Title I evaluations indicated that, 'It
is . .. typically reported' that, as a result of increased parent
participation, parents know more about the 'special' program in
which their child" is enrolled ...*,42

Gittell's evaluation of community school boards in New York
City

. indicated that the knowledge, perceptions and 'at
titudes of board members were developed in the new citi
ten boards. All the board members showed increased
knowledge as a result of their participation and became
more articulate about their views.

She continues:

The net effect [the] developing sense of community ...
was to reduce the amount of alienation of parents towards
the schools and to make them more aware of educational
policy.43

Yin et al., looked at the extent to which leaiiership skills had
been developed as a result of citizen service on social welfare
governing board. Not only did significant numbers of people
develop those skills as a result of their ben, ice, but also more

9
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Icidership skills were developed where the responsibility of the
was greatest."

he sense of political efficacy measures the confidence which

an dividual feels That government w ill be responsive to his or
her ?Tuts. People who feel that their actions will be responded
to ale more likely than those who do not to take part in,
governrnent-actiVities. The act of participatin: itself encourages
people to feel more efficacious. a circular relationship
here between efficacy and peril pation andtit works to decel-
erate involvement as well as to' celerate it. Hess' extensive
review of the, parental involveme literature reinforces the
point in an educational setting: "There indications4hat many
Black mothers, and probably those of ether ethnic minority
groups, feel a sense of powerlessness sing their ability to
help their children achieve in school ...

But can decisional prticipation help? H. ss believes that al-
thoug4such participation is hardly a suffici, t cause, member-

-, ship in community organizations and the c sequent increased
feelings of control can contrib te to educa onal achievement.46 .

45

He cohtinues:

Participation may have some impact on t development
of competence and self-esteem in the parents involved
(Miller, 1968; Scheinfeld, 1969; Hedger, 1970). It can be

\ noted that these programs actively engage and involve
1 parents in teaching their own children whileemphasizing
,respect for their potential worth as individua \ s and confi-
dence in this potential for co tinuous dev lopment.47

Mowry's study of parental panic in He d Start bound
that,

Parents whO were high in partiii ation, espec ally those
high in decision-making, were !so hip) in eelings of
ability to control their environment . Varents who, were
b ighin participation also viewed themselves as more suc-
cessful, more skillful, and better able to influence their en-
vironment.41

McLaughlin makes a similar point:

Parent training programs and a number of parent partici-
pation programs have accomplished what many Man
power Development Training Act programs have failed to
'do. They have given parents a sense of competence and
confidence ...49

That participation std the sense of personal. efficacy reinforce
each other is well established in educational governance and in
other settings." The sense of political efficacy is important in
its own right but it also deserves to be cultivated for its con-
tribution to other values. In the achievement context, the sense
of efficacy is i portant because of its beging on the parent's,
'interaction with the child. If some paren s feel powerless to help
their children in school, then schools sh uld work to oFiercome.
that. \

Parents who build decisional skills through participating' in
the school, become emit knowledgeable about education, gain
specific information about the school's efforts with theit child

10

ren, and are better able (and more willing) to reinforce those
efforts. Thus, there is a spillover from political to parental
efficacy. McLaughlin cites a reanalysis ZA. the Coleman data
undertaken by Marshall Smith at the Center.for Educational
Policy Research which indicates that for

. .. a representative sample of sixttigrade students in the
urban north . .. even when a large number of individual ,

background characteristics such as SES and school-wide
measures were controlled, the relation between [parental]
PTA attendance and three measures,of academic achieve-
ment were significant at the .05 level for black students."

In her own excellent review, McLaughlin distinguished between
programs of parent participation and parent training Moving
beyond participation to

. . . parent training of even a modest sort .. . can be said to

positively and significantly affect the cognitive develop
ment of children both the target youngsters and the
younger siblings Of the two parent models, then, parent
training appears to combine most successfully all the iir-
tues of economy and attainment of cognitive and affective
objectives for both parents and children.52

Steams and Peterson make a similar point.

The evidence indicates that involving parents as trainees
and tutors can indeed improve children's performance
at least with young preschool cp,ildren. [Several carefully.
controlled investigations] .. . have noted positive effects
of such participation both on parents' attitudes about
themslves and on chit en's IQ scores."

And; Wilbur Brookover, et al., (1965) found that low achieving
junior high school students whose parents had become involved
in the school and made more aware of the developmental pro:
cess of their children showed heightened self-,cOneept and made

significant academiC progress.54
Adelaide Jablonsky asserts that compensatory programs in

"schools which have open doors to patents and community
members have greater success in educatittrMiTdren ... The
Children seem to be the direct beneficiaries of the change in per-
ception on the part of their parents".55

Joe L. Rempson states that, .

School-parent programs can help to increase the school
achievement of the disadvantaged child. Both Schiff .. .
and Duncan ... discovered that children of low SES
parents who participated in programs of planned contacts
made significantly greater achievement gains in reading

. and in new mathematics, respectively, than comparably
matched children of no or few rcontre parents.56

Carl Marburger has made the same point from the negative
direction:

Parents who are not involved, who do not know what is
taking place in the school, can certainly not reinforce what
the school is doing, with their children."

The evidence indicating that childon of parents who are



actively involved in their education perform better thar)do other
children hardly needs emphasis The point here is thal success
ful involvement in school decision makingcan provide parents
with the confidence and the knowledge to support a more active
roje at ,the more immediate 'family level.

Path 2: Institutional/Child Congruence

, Responsiveness is the key to this second of the paths through
which community participation may be linked to educational
achievement. We had earlier hypothesized that in this path,
parents and other citizens would be found to be participating in
educational decisions, and that participation would affect the
schools which might then become more responsive to the child-
ren who would in turn perform better. The studies reviewed in

. the earlier section dealing with the responsiveness goal dearly
indicate that ids achievement increases as community participa-
tion increases. Here we arc concerned with evidence about the
step beyond responsiveness, the congruence-achievement link-
age.

One of the strongest supports for that is the so-called Pyg-
malion effect. Parents who express their confidence in their
children's ability to their teachers have an effect on the teacher s
subsequent view of those children. Rosenthal and Jacobson

. reported that children who profited from positive changes m
teachers' expectations of their ability all had parents who had
demonstrated some interest in their child's development and
who were distinctly visible to the teachers." Similarly, Rankin
compared high and low achieving Inner city children and found
that ithe parents of the higher achieving group were better able to
initiate contacts and pursue school-related matters With school
officials."

Most PTA's are weak forms of participation in governance,
yet Coleman found that there was a significant relationship
between the amount of community participation in the PTA and
the achievement of students in 684 urban elementary schools.
Where PTA attendance was repo$'ed as being high, children's
performance was two to four months ahead of those schools
which had no PTA. Christopher Jencks' reanalysis of the
Coleman data indicated that

PTA attendance was ... significantly related to achieve-
ment. Race. and class explained about 15 percent of the
variance in schools' PTA attendance. But even after this
was.oken into account, schools whose principals reported
that almost all parents attended PTA meetings mired
between two and four months above schools whoieprinci-
pals reported not having a PTA,. Schools with more mod-
erate PTA attendance were strung out between. PTA
attendance seems to be a proxy for district-wide parental
interest cit. education. ... [Elf the PTA was having an
effect on achievement, it was an intlirect effect on the atti-

, tudes of district staff, or other unmeasured factprs, not a
direct effect on measurable characteristics of the district.
The relationship did hold for reading or math scores.6°

. Another of the analyses done of Head Start, the ,Kirschner
report, concluded that significant institutional changes were

identified more often at those sites where parental involvement
was classified as high than at those sites with low involvement
of parents, The difference was significant, and the researchers
concluded that a relationship did seem to exist between the
degree of parent involvement and the extent of Head Start
impact on an institutional change." Mowry's study of parental
participation in Head Start investigated several types of institu-
tional change including greater emphasis on the educational
needs of poor people "The number of reported changes was
significantly greater in centers where parents were highly
involved in decision- making.and learning activities:62

The iimportance of such responsiveness can hardly be under
estimated As NYC's Bundy Commission`said. "If peers and
family regard the school as an alien, unresponsive, or,ineffec
tive institution in their midst, the child will enter the school in a
mood of distrust, apprehension or hostility."63 Hess's analysis
of the premises underlying parent involvement policies indi-
cates that the strategy was designed to overcome the "schools-

as- failure" model (the school fails because it is not relevant to
the child's need) and/of the "cultural differences" model (the
majority group culture reflected in the school does not match the
Child's needs ) The strategies and modelsare all similat in that
they require the school to facilitate the child's achievement by
becoming more responsive to parental desires. McLaughlin's
review of the lay participation aspects of Title I evaluations also
documented the frequent finding of, "a change in teachers' atti-
tudes about and understanding of low income children and their
families "64 The linkage between'Outicipation and responsive-
ness is clear, but although it is reasonable to presume that re-
sponsiveness may be bring translated into achievement, it has
yet to be empirically demonstrated.

Path 3: Community Support
1*

In the first two patterns, educational achievement was effected
through the actidns of participants on the schools. In this pa rn
the focus of the participa'ng' action is on other citizens. P ci-
pating in the school's affairs arms people with information nd
motivation whit') can be directed to other citizens. We h
ready reviewed the considerable stock of research which relates
increases in participation to increases in support by primary
participants. Evidence aboutthe persistence of that effect as it
ripples outward is more scanty. There, the greater supportive-
ness of primary participants should encourage them to recruit
others in the community, and the resulting increased reservoir of
positive attitudes should help the schools to facilitate the child's -

achievement. The path is long but there are some indications
that at least part of it is being traversed. For example, with
respect to parent training, a number of sources document the
*.% vertical" and "horizontal' - diffusion of benefits from such
training. Not only does the trained parent perform better with
the siblings of the child ("vertical" diffusion) but those skilli
also get communicated to other people in the community
("horizontal" diffusion).65 If those "horizontal" or second-
generation participants feel more more know-
ledge about the schools, and so on, then it is also quite

eq-
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reasonable to assume that they wilt be more supportive tuf the
school as an institution. Similarly, McLaughlin'srev iew of Title
I evaluations found that participants in program decisions led to
increases in pareni morale about the schoo1.66

Path 4: 'Student Self;Efficacy

In some ways, this is the simplest and mosi direct of the path. It
suggests that the children observe their parents taking part in
schoOl decision making' and are therefore encouraged tot think
more highly of their own participation in school. The US Office

'of Education has made a succinct case for this pattern. ' 'There is
a subsidiary asset of parental involvement. As children see their
owq parents more involved in sch affairs, they will be
encouraged to taken more active int rest in school."67

The Id& underlying this path is app nr if you believe that
there is no way to succeed, you are nlikely to try. A sense.of
self-efficacy is as necessary a precondition for success with stu-
dents as it is with their parents., The queition is, can it be built
thfough parental and community participation?

. The experience of the Flint Michigan School, and Home Pro-
gram supports the possibility. The evaluation of the parent
train- is of that program indicate that the child's aware-
n of parents: participation stimulated the children to greater
activity. The children in the group whose parents had the train-

,
c ing experience.thowed gains on the Gates Revised Reading test

which were double those of the control group of childien."
The best known study ielevent to this question is the Coleman

Report. Coleman measured three attitudes of students toward
themselves:

( I) Student's interest in' school (2) self-concept specifi-.
cally with regard to learning and success in school, and (31
sensebf control of the environment. This analysis-demon-
strated that of all the variables measured (including family
background and school variables) these attitudes showed
the strongest relation to achievement at all three grade
levels.69 [Grades 6, 9, and 12]. t

Coleman's data indicate how important it is that students believe
in themselves and in their ability to achieve. Parents can affect
the child's attitudes toward school and toward their prospects
for success in the school. Inthe first Path discussed above,
"Parent Self-Efficacy," parents are encouraged to take direct
and purposeful action with their Children. The pattern described
now, "Student Self-Efficacy," does not involve purposeful
communication from parent to child; rather the parent's actions
are an example which the child notices. The key attitude may be
what Coleman called *:,The sense of control of the environ-
ment," the school's administrators, teachers, decision produ
ars, governance roles, etc. Students who perceile that their
parents are effective in that environment are more likely to
believe that they too, can successfully negotiate it. In addition,
they are more likely to perceive their school environment as one
that is supportive of them.

Mario Fantini has suggested an analogy between community
involvement in urban schools and the control of Catholic
school$.(Andrew Greeley and Peter Rossi speculated that
12

4,

.4

students in Catholic schools performed well academically at
least in pan because of the sense of seventy those schools genet
aced. Similarly, Fantini says.

Under community-directed schools, the educational en-
Vironiltent is far less likely to be hostile or intimidating to
the minorityschild. He will thus have a sense of being1able

.. to function in the school env irunment and, in turn,_ d
greater sense of internal control the prime prerequisite
to effective learning, according to a grow mg body of

ucational ev ide e as well as psychological inSight."

In re h which w Id suppqrt Fantini's speculation, Joan
Abra s has documented the extant to which school principals'
ideol gy of pupil control covaries with their attitude toward de-
centr lisation. Those who support decentralization are much
more likely to employ more humanistic, child-centered, and
pedagogically effective methods with qtildren.

T14 linkage between the general concept, "sense of fate con-
trol" and edUcational 'achievement have been criticized by
Judith Kleinfeld on three growl& 72 First, Kleinfeld points out
that "fate control" in the context of community control has
overtones of racial self determination and aspects of racial and
ethnic pride and self-esteem Coleman's measure of fate control
did not refer to the community's self determination but rather to
whether or not the student felt his or her own academic achieve-
ment was controlled by others or by self Kleinfeld then attacks
the validity of Coleman's fate control idea by demonstrating its
ambiguity and by suggesting that the items on which it was
based are susceptible to other measurement errors. Kleinfeld's
own research (with 166 black eleventh and twelfth grade stu-
dents in Washington, D.C. ptiblic schoo)s) shows that those stu-
dents who believe their fates to be. externally control) eti do
not achieve less in school than those who feel themselves lo be
in more personnal control. Second, Kleinfeld's factor analysis
of the Coleman data indicates that student attitudes toward aca-
demic achievement and not student attitudes toward fate control

*s.are° related to their measured achievement levels. If Kleinfeld is
correct the question becoines whether or not increases in control
by the community (or more specifically, decisional involvement
by parents) can contribute to students sense of their own fate
control and through that to their estimate of their own academic
ability. Kleinfeld is pessimistic.

. . . It is hard to see how redistributing power from exter-
nal forces to the black community would affect black stu-
dents' estimates of their academic ability."

However, just before that statement, Kleinfekt notes,

Community control of the schools might well increase
black students self-esteem and racial pride, and this in-
creased sense of self-worth may increase achieve-
ment . . %74

A more encouraging conclusion would revolve around such fac-
tors as the availability of rule models, and an identification (and
cooperation) with officials presumed to be less discnminatury
and more sympathetic.
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In another look at rate control, ,Mart.ia Guttentag adminis
4red the Coleman instillment to black fifth graders in New
York's Intermediate School 201 where community involvement
has been intense, prolonged, and visible. Colemadhad found
that poor children and those who attended ghetto 6ch<ls had a
low estimate of the prospects for their own succes Moreover,
they believed (perhaps realistically) t
them and that Rod luck would playa m
their success or failure. Guttentag Indicates tha

Perhaps the most striking finding in this fifth grade group
is the pe(centages of yes (19%) and no (79%) to the...first
question "Everytime t try to get ahead something or

,

somebody stops me." Typically, ghetto children over
whelmingly answer "yes': to this question. These I.S.
201 fifth graders had answered overwhelmingly "no."
Particularly the boys feel that they arenot being stopped in
their attempt to get ahead Answers to this attitude item
are directly related to later academic achievement. This
data is markedly different from the Coleman finding . It
seems reasonable to suppose that the new atmosphere
induced by communaty control of schools was related to
this dramatic difference in attitude. It should also be noted
that this was one item which explainechmuch of the var-
iance in later acheivement test scores for black children in
the Coleman report. This difference in attitude is therefore
likely to be related to later changes in achievement.75

ere against
termining

Early proponents hoped that mvolvement . s I , st-
ly, and dramatically increase achiev e&ent evels. While there is
reason to believe that 'pupil achieveme can be affected by
parental and other) involvement, the relati ship is more subtle
and the paths linking the two are more to ous than was ori-
ginally suspected. Evidence about the sect s route, Institu-
tional/child congruence" is fairly well d eloped but stops
short of the demonstrated impact on achievements The third
path, community support; still lacks a conclusively demon
strated link between the participation of the individual and sub-
sequent proselytizing of the school's cause among the indivi
dual's peers Although the proposition that involvement leads to
support among those so involved is very well documented (See
Goal H "Support" aboVe) it has yet to be demonstratettli-Arife
school's supporters do what we may reasonably expect them to
dqi.e., recruit other supporters. . .

Th is a similar problem with the student self-efficacy
patte . Self-efficacy is associatedcwith achievement, and it
seem. reasonable to believe that parental self-efficacy (genet,.
ated o at least enhanced through decisional involvement) can
percol e to the children of the involved parents, yet evidence is
not yet conclusive. Thus, the state of our research *ow-
ledge concerning the individual patterns through win decis-
ional involvement' leads to increased achievement rliust be
described as promising but uneven. I .

Although the beneficial impact of Involvement on achieve-
ment has yet to be conclusively demonstrated f r any of the
paths, thereis some evidence supporting each of em. In the
real world, as well as in the world of research, the c mmunity 's

I, 4

a

in v ul v ement travels all four of the paths. To the extent that there
is an effect, it is a cumulative one.

Goal IV: Democratic Principles

One of the root norms of a democratic society is that diciSe
people whose lives aje affected by a public institution should
participate in the control of that institution. Schools affect im-
portant aspects of the social and material well-being that their
students will enjoy. Schools are directly relevant to the ambi-
tions which parents have for their children, and they are major
pub4 agencies in terms of taxes spent and social functions
performed. At the neighborhood level these effects suggest that
there should be neighborhood participation in school decision
making. In fact, this basic democratic principle is so strong that
even if involvement could not be expected to affect educational
achievement, the congruence between the child and the institu-
tion, and support fOrchooling, it would still be justified on the
democratic principle alone. Melvin Mogulof, whose wide
practical and academic experience with citizen participation in
social welfare-matters makes him a well-qualified observer, has
pointed to democratic principle as an intrinsic and sufficient
justification.for community involvement.

It is not that citizen participation helps us to get any place
faster; although it may in fact do all the good things that
have been claimed for it (e.g., decrease alienation', create
a program constituency,- calm would-be rioters, etc.).
Rather we base the case for a broadly conceived Federal
citizen participation policy on the argument that participa-
tion represents an unfulfilled goal in and of itself. It fits us
well as a society It is what the American experiment is all
about And perhaps in the process of giving aggrieved
groups influence over their resources and communal de
cision because it is right we will increase the life chances
for all of us.76 .

One problem is that decisions about many aspects of the
schooling enterprise are facilitated by expert knowledge. That
know ledge is norvery widely spread among the general popula-
tion. Those who possess It have used It to control schooling for
outcomes in Which they believe. But where ntijor segments of

,It he communt,y disagree with the valueNnd actions of the ex-
perts, it is necessary for Ate community to assert it-sown inter7
eats on its own behalf. The problem of lay involvoment in areas
that are at least in part technical is a persistent one."

Yet, as John Dewey wrote almost fifty years ago:

No government by experts in which the masses do not
have the chance to inforni the experts as to their needs can
be 'anything but an oligarchy managed in the interest of the
few. And the enlightenment must proceed in ways which
force the administrativ4 specialists to take account of the
needs. The world lias suffered more from leaders and au-
thorities than from the masses. The essential need, in
Other words, is the improvement of the methods and con
ditions of ctebate, discussion aid persuasion."

The political process is a carrier fur Afebate, discussion, and per
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suasion. The problem which Dewey posed for the publi, re
mains with us. How can community involvement in school
decision making be organized? The halting movements toward

, decentralization have been one such attempt. But few'persons
(even academics) are still so innocent as to believe that reason-
presented-by-writing will very drantatically affect other peo-
ple's behavior. School decentralization was and is a political
movement. It set out to alter both the-control structure and the
values served by schools As an aggregate process, politics is
how' the society summarizes the clash of individual interests in,
temporarily "final" statements of its overall values Teachers
and administrators have the same right as community members
to pursue their inevitably partial interests in school. policy The
force and scope of unionization is one indication of how effec-
tively professionals now exercise that right. But too many
school people still draw a line at the community's involvement
in decision-making. Involvement, they say, is "politics". As it
is commonly (and perjoratively) us , the word "politics" con-
jures visions of buying and Selling nfluence, making dirty and
secret deals, aniii compromis way moral gains. For many
professionals, politics has an even less attractive personal mean-
ing since they see themselves as the target of unwanted political
pressures. Politics is the force that would have them favor some
one's nephew for a teaching job, or it is the power that ham-
strings their professional prerogatives and gives them to another

'group. It can be the selfish monvation that causes an ambitious
citizen to turn a critical spotlight on the administrator's school.
These are all indeed aspects of politics., but they are not the total
or even the most important part of politics. For example,
the unsavory motives that compelled a President to disgrace the
office are part of politics, but so arc the moral indignation and
competing purposes that forced him out. The privately nego-
tiated understandings among the voting members of a school
board are part of politics, but so is the keenly felt responsibility
to constituents beyond which some board members will not go.

1

I

The nvalry and duplication along offices with overlapping
missions leads to "uffiLe polities" in 4 bad sense, but the
Lumpetition among them can also produce pulitiLal responsive
ness desired by all.

Like other political systems, schools have to cope with the
human characteristics that are so easy to disdain (ambition,
parochiality, ill will, misunderstanding, and so on). The job of
public educational policy then is to arrange intensely human
and individuacharacteristics so that they aggregate to a more
inclusive interest. The public strife and conflict that put the ugly
part of politics on such prominent display is pan-of this process.
Adopting a political interpretation means moving past a merely,
cynical reaction to people's failings to see in those shortComings
how the public's Interest is, or can be.served. EduCators, and
especially educational administrators, who do net go beyond
their cynical rejection of "politics" cannot engage the realistic,
tasks of the public's schools. They cannot cope with the short-
comings of the persons in their organizations and-their comma- .
ity environnients so that the public's interest is sell/led. They are
not playing their vital role as leadersboth educationally and
politically. -,.

.
,..

If the recent history of decentralization is viewed in this
broadermore politicalcontext, then no one should be sur-
prised that school people have been reluctant to embrace a
political interpretation of their responsibilities. Tu the obscure
and difficult task of schooling has, been added one that is even
more difficult-- politics. To the central social task of educating
children has been added the task of doing that w ith and through
the society's political process. That is an outrageous but appjo-
priate expectation which is far beyond the capacity of most pro-
fessional educators, most communities, amd most of the control
structures which now mediate their interaction. But if urban
schools arc to achieve what they must, then we must all learn
and practice a better politics of education.

,-
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